On the Use of Optimal Transportation Theory to Recode Variables and Application to Database Merging.
Merging databases is a strategy of paramount interest especially in medical research. A common problem in this context comes from a variable which is not coded on the same scale in both databases we aim to merge. This paper considers the problem of finding a relevant way to recode the variable in order to merge these two databases. To address this issue, an algorithm, based on optimal transportation theory, is proposed. Optimal transportation theory gives us an application to map the measure associated with the variable in database A to the measure associated with the same variable in database B. To do so, a cost function has to be introduced and an allocation rule has to be defined. Such a function and such a rule is proposed involving the information contained in the covariates. In this paper, the method is compared to multiple imputation by chained equations and a statistical learning method and has demonstrated a better average accuracy in many situations. Applications on both simulated and real datasets show that the efficiency of the proposed merging algorithm depends on how the covariates are linked with the variable of interest.